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The MiniMover™Spot is a compact, professional LED moving head. This light proves that big things can
come in small packages. It will actually fit in your hand and weighs less than 9 lbs. Incredibly bright for its
size, its loaded with RGB LEDs (15 watts total) to produce more than 16 million colors. The 12° beam can
be manually focused to create tight, crisp beams of light. Due to its low-mass and short yoke, this moving
head has an amazingly fast pan/tilt response with ultra smooth movements with 16 bit precision.
The MiniMover™Spot can operate as a master or slave with additional MiniMover™Spot moving heads.
No controller needed, simply plug it in and turn it on. Its equipped with many of the same features as other
moving heads that cost 2 to 3 times as much. The MiniMover™Spot will prove to be a very impressive
addition to your digital light show. The perfect light for DJs, musicians, night clubs, and event producers!
See video of this light, visit www.colorverse.com

MiniMover™Spot Specifications
12° degree tight beam - loaded with RGB LEDs (15 watt total)
Very portable and lightweight (8.5 lbs, 4 kg)
5 or 13 channel operation
Pan 540° Tilt 270° ranges
9 Gobo shapes plus: Gobo Shake Effect & Gobo Spin Effect
Vector speed channel for Pan / Tilt (enables very slow pan/tilt movements)
Variable dimmer | Variable electronic strobe
Lux: 2125 @ 1 meter | 255 @ 3 meter
Movement macros and sound activate macros accessible with DMX
Color macros accessible with DMX (with variable speed)
User-assignable Pan / Tilt ranges:
Pan 540°, 360°, 180°
Tilt 180°, 270°, 90°
Invert option for Pan / Tilt
Floor mount or hanging installation (bracket included)
4 digit LED control panel with invert option for hanging installation
Operates in stand-alone mode with or without DMX controller
Will operate as a Master or Slave unit with other MiniMover™Spot Fixtures
LED lifespan 50,000 hrs (based on manufacturers test data)
Power / Current: 120V, 60Hz: 30W, .4 amps operating current
Weight: 8.9 lbs
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